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ABSTRACT
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) has proven itself to be a
significant algorithm in image and signal processing domain
in the last decade to estimate sparse representations in dictio-
nary learning. Over the years, efforts to speed up the OMP
algorithm for the same accuracy has been through variants
like generalized OMP (g-OMP) and fast OMP (f-OMP). All
of these algorithms solve OMP recursively for each signal
sample among ’S’ number of samples. The proposed rapid
OMP (r-OMP) runs the loop for ’N’ atoms, simultaneously
estimating for all samples, and, in a real scene since N≪ S,
the proposed approach speeds up OMP by several orders of
magnitude. Experiment on a real scene with a popular dic-
tionary learning algorithm, K-SVD, show that the proposed
r-OMP completes K-SVD in ≈4% of the computational time
compared to using OMP.
Index Terms— OMP, sparse representation, basis, KSVD
1. INTRODUCTION
Dictionary learning is an approach to decomposition of a
multi-dimensional hyperspectral image matrix into two ma-
trices: one containing a collection of ’n’ dimensional vec-
tors in a ’b’ dimensional hyperspectral image space (n < b)
called dictionary and the other matrix contains representation
(or the magnitude of contribution) of the dictionary entities
for each pixel. The ’n’ dimensional vectors (similar to unit
vectors in higher dimensional space) are independent of one
another, which are obtained by various mathematical optimi-
sation methods, and each symbolises a unique direction in the
presence of measurement noise.
Dictionary learning (DL) is a process to decompose or
split up compressible signals into basis functions called atoms
in a dictionary (D), and a sparse matrix called representation
(a). For a signal sample/pixel ’y’, the DL decomposition is
mathematically expressed as:
y = Da (1)
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One of the ways to solve this inverse problem is to first
establish the representation ’a’ and then update the ’D’, as
used by sparse coding approaches for anomaly and target de-
tection applications [1], sub-sampling with k-means classi-
fication in [2] and with spectral angle measurements in [3],
to the popular generalized k-means or K-SVD [4] algorithm.
The estimation of ’a’ is either done through convex relaxation
approaches minimizing for ℓp norm (p > 0, most algorithms
follow p = 2) [5, 6], or through greedy methods like the pop-
ular Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) with some recent
uses in [7, 8, 9, 10].
Several variants of OMP exist in efforts to speed up
the algorithm, like, the generalized OMP (g-OMP) [11] se-
lecting multiple atoms at the same time based on descending
order of atomic correlation with the selected signal sample.
Other variants like fast OMP (f-OMP) [12], Cholesky OMP,
and batch OMP in [13] using Cholesky or QR update process
to reduce the computation of the dictionary inverse. The com-
mon factor between all these variants of OMP is that OMP is
estimated on per-signal case, imposing a massive computa-
tional cost in terms of execution time for large datasets like
AVIRIS hyperspectral images [14]. The rapid OMP proposes
to iterate over per-atom case to achieve massive improve-
ments in computational time while keeping the OMP algo-
rithm’s procedure intact.
2. ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) approximates sparse
representation for a signal iteratively selecting one dictionary
atom at a time that is most correlated with the signal’s residue.







In DL, the elements of ’D’ are normalised, and the
atom with maximum correlation can be found by seeking for
max(|DT r|) since the position of atom with max(|DT r||r||2 |)
is also with max(|DT r|) . Using this property, OMP achieves
its representation in 2 sub-steps (algorithm 1) for a given iter-
ation. OMP loops untill the residue is within error tolerance:
• The first sub-step is to estimate the correlation of the
atoms with the signal residue ’r’, followed by selection
of the atom with maximum correlation i.e. atom posi-
tion with max(|DT r|). The selected atom gets added
to the selected subset of atoms from previous iterations.
• The second sub-step is to estimate the representation of
with the selected atoms (usually by least squares) and
update the residue by r = y −Da.
Algorithm 1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
1: Input signal samples/pixel ’Y ’, dictionary ’D’, maxi-
mum number of atoms per sample/pixel ’m’, and ’n’
noise/error tolerance.
2: Let ’S’ be the total number of signal samples/pixels, and
representation matrix ’a’ be be a zeros matrix with di-
mension ’N’ number of atoms in D by S
3: for j = 1 to S do ⊲ iterate for all samples
4: rj = Yj
5: Let k = 1 ⊲ inner loop counter
6: while k ≤ m AND
∑
|rj |≤ n do
7: φj = |D
T rj |
8: pk ← max(φk) ⊲ position of maximum
9: pj ← {pj , pk}
10: Dj = D(pj) ⊲ subset D to matched atoms
11: a(pj , j) = (D
T
j Dj)
−1DTj yj ⊲ by least squares
12: rj = yj −Daj ⊲ update residue
13: k = k + 1
14: Output representation ’a’
3. PROPOSED RAPID OMP
OMP algorithms are solved by iterating for each signal
sample, in two substeps. In scenes like AVIRIS images, the
number of samples (S) can be in millions, thus, increasing
the computational time drastically by dictionary learning al-
gorithms using OMP for representation. Realising that the
number of signal samples is far greater than the number of
dictionary atoms, the proposed rapid OMP (r-OMP) iterates
over the number of atoms, approaching atom selection and
residue update the following way:
3.1. Atom selection
The atom selection step is to find out which atom has the
most correlation with each signal. While the absolute value
of DT y (say φ) is a matrix operation, the selection criteria for
the maximum value require a different approach in order to
avoid a loop for all samples. For each atom in a loop with
counter k (1≤ k ≤N), r-OMP finds if it has the maximum





j (φj − φk > 0) = 0
= 0 when
∑N
j (φj − φk > 0) 6= 0
(3)
The samples for which kth atom is with the highest
residue will have no positive value in
∑
N (φ−φk) and the ex-
pression Vk,y will return a binary Boolean value for kth atom
and signal sample y. The constituents of V are
Vk,y =
{
= 1 atom selected for representation
= 0 atom not selected for representation
(4)
3.2. Estimating the representation and residue update
The next step of OMP is to estimate the representation for
the selected atoms. The inverse of orthonormal with ℓ2 norm
basis is a simple transpose operation such as a complete dic-
tionary with PCA basis. The representation update stops at
this stage for orthonormal atoms, however, the basis for over-
complete sparse representations is rarely orthonormal. The
inverse is estimated by least squares function in equation (5)
where Dy refers to the dictionary subset that is selected by
OMP and y is the signal sample.








The computational cost is dependent on how the dictio-
nary ’D’ is inverted. For a D matrix with a size of ’b’ bands
by ’N’ atoms, the inversion of D can be done by the following
ways:
• Using Cholesky method by splitting up the D to a lower
triangular matrix (say L) and its conjugate transpose
(LT ). This method has a drawback in handling near-
singular and rank deficient D and has a complexity of
O(bN2),
• With QR decomposition where the D is split into an
orthonormal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix
R. This approach is more stable than Cholesky and has
a complexity of O(N3), and
• by Moore–Penrose inverse decomposing the D by Sin-
gular Value Decomposition(SVD). This method is the
most stable method among the three approaches and
has a complexity of O(N3+ bN2) ≈ O(N3) when N≫b.
Each sample ’y’ has fractional contribution of a few atoms
(say Ds, Ds ⊂ D), and, OMP computes the inverse of ’Ds’
for a total of ’S’ samples by use of iterative loops has a cost
of O(SN3). A natural scene contains groups of similar mate-
rials whose membership to the ’D’ in terms of atom selection
and pseudo-norm is the same, even though the magnitude of
representation may be different, i.e., with different ℓp norm,
where p > 0, but same ℓ0 norm with similar atom selection.
The proposed rapid OMP computes the inverse of Ds for for
all groups once (’α’ in equation (5)), and for ’K’ groups the
total cost is O(KN3), S≫K. Additionally, the speed improve-
ments seen is in the efficiency in matrix computations and the
inefficiency in a native for-loop with modern languages.
There are multiple possibilities to implement the solu-
tion to incorporate V on different programming languages.
However, the estimation of α in equation (5) requires an ad-
ditional loop for each unique collection of atoms in Vk,y . This
can be estimated easily through methods existing in common
programming languages like in MATLAB [15] and through
NumPy in Python [16]. The complexity of the algorithm in-
creases with increase in the combination possibilities of ma-
terial mixtures, but, in increase in computational complexity
per iteration is justified in real hyperspectral images where
the number of signal samples are often >1000x more than
the number of dictionary atoms. The algorithm estimates the
representation for OMP by this approach, and estimating the
residue by
residue ry = y −Dαyβy (6)
The entire process is written down in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Proposed rapid OMP (r-OMP)
1: Input signal samples/pixel ’Y ’, dictionary ’D’, maxi-
mum number of atoms per sample/pixel ’m’, and ’n’
noise/error tolerance.
2: Let representation ’a’ and binary matrix V be two zeros
matrix with dimensions of number of atoms (N) by num-
ber of samples/pixels (S).
3: Initialise with rs = Y and Ys be all pixels in the image.
4: for j = 1 to m do
5: φ = |DT rs|
6: for k = 1 to N do ⊲ for all atoms
7: Estimate Vk from equation (3)
8: βe = D
TYs ⊲ from equation (5)
9: Ws, ps ← unique(V ) ⊲ unique columns Ws and
position/index ps
10: Let w be the total number of elements in Ws
11: for e = 1 to w do
12: De ⊂ D






ae ⊲ Update representation values for ’e’
positions
15: r = Y - Da ⊲ equation (6)
16: Ys ⊂ Y ⊲ subset samples whose
∑
|ry|> n
17: rs ⊂ r ⊲ subset to residue of Ys
18: Output representation ’a’
4. RESULTS
The results presented are run on MATLAB R2019b on a
Windows 10 version 1909 PC with Intel i7-6700K 4GHz pro-
cessor and 32GB of RAM. The first result presents a synthetic
run with 10,000 (or 10k), 50k, and 100k samples with 30 dic-
tionary atoms, presented with OMP, f-OMP, g-OMP and the
proposed r-OMP. The experiment in figure 1 shows speed ad-
vances with the proposed r-OMP, completing in ≈15%, 7%,
and 1.3% of the time taken by f-OMP, g-OMP, and OMP re-
spectively.
Fig. 1: Time taken by variants of OMP
While synthetic experiments provide some conclu-
sion, it is crucial to present the impact on a real scene. An
experiment presented with the popular dictionary learning
algorithm, K-SVD [4], which uses OMP for representation, is
tested on the scene H23Dual, which is part of Selene dataset
[17]. Natural materials like grass, soil and tree cover over
95% of Selene scene, and artificial materials such as ground
markers, path, concrete, building and coloured panels cover
the remaining scene. H23Dual was registered from images
taken by HySpex VNIR-1600 and SWIR-384 sensors and
contain 1876 lines with 384 samples (or≈0.7 million pixels),
and 448 spectral bands (from 0.4 to 2.5 µm). QUAC [18] was
applied to the raw data using ENVI software with a generic
sensor to obtain the reflectance of this dataset.
K-SVD is run on the H23Dual image with 10, 20, and
30 atoms for a maximum of three atoms per pixel, and 50
training iterations. Results presented in table 1 show that
r-OMP completed in ≈half hour each compared to OMP in
≈13.5 hours for the same mean error of≈3 in Manhattan dis-
tance on an average. The proposed r-OMP has the potential
for further acceleration by the use of parallel processing and
GPU.
Table 1: Time taken (in minutes) by K-SVD dictionary learn-
ing on Selene H23Dual scene for 50 iterations
K-SVD with OMP (existing) r-OMP (proposed)
10 atoms 811.19 27.53
20 atoms 824.33 31.31
30 atoms 811.89 39.15
Average time taken 815.80 ± 7.39 32.66 ± 5.93
5. CONCLUSION
OMP is a significant algorithm in sparse dictionary learn-
ing/compressed sensing, and any enhancement to the algo-
rithm is crucial to the research domain. r-OMP proposes en-
hancements to speed up the OMP algorithm by several orders
of magnitude. The strength of r-OMP lies in that the number
of samples in a scene are often very large compared to the
number of overcomplete basis vectors. The enhancement is
evidenced from Selene H23Dual scene which learns K-SVD
dictionary atoms in ≈4% of the time as compared with the
original OMP, or, ≈25 times faster for that scene.
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